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Andrew Czerny has completed his M.A. and will be leaving in .a few days for San Diego and the Ocean 
Sciences Conference. Following the meeting, Andrew will be driving to Santa Cruz to visit friends and 
relatives and look for a job or another graduat~ program. He has arranged to meet with a number of people 
who are involved with interesting projects. If "nothing fantastic materializes by the summer", he will 
probably travel overseas. 

The title of Andrew's thesis is Growth and photosynthetic responses of two species of subtropical seagrasses, 
Thalassia testudinum and Halodule wrightii, to in situ reductions in irradiance. Ken Dunton and Andrew 
are preparing two manuscripts based on the thesis, which they plan to submit to Aquatic Botany and 
Estuaries. 



GROWTH AND PHOTOSYNTHETIC RESPONSES OF TWO SUBTROPICAL 
SEAGRASSES, THALASSIA TESTUDINUM AND HALODULE WRIGHT/I TO IN 
SITU MANIPULATIONS OF IRRADIANCE 

Andrew B. Czerny, M.A. 
The University of Texas at Austin, 1994 

Supervisor: Kenneth H. Dunton 

The growth and photosynthetic responses of two species of subtropical seagrasses, Thalassia testudinum 
andHalodule wrightii, were examined iI1 relation to reductions in underwater light. Shade screens reduced 
irradiance to roughly 30% and 20% in situ ambient (ISA). Short shoots of T. testudinum had a greater 
ability to tolerate a ten month period of light reduction as demonstrated by the longer survival of plants 
exposed to 30% ISA. Evidence for photoadaptation was observed in plants from shaded treatments 
compared to unshaded controls (plants receiving 100% ISA). Leaf elongation rates were lower in T. 
testudinum plants exposed to 20% ISA for one month (October 1992 to November 1992) compared to plants 
receiving 100% ISA, but there were no differences between treatments for the months of January, February, 
March, and May. However, by July both levels of shaded T. testudinum had significantly lower growth 
rates compared to plants receiving 100% ISA. Water temperatures above 25°C and the depletion of stored 
reserves by spring growth most likely contributed to the disappearance of all short shoots of T. testudinum 
shaded at 20% ISA and both shaded plots of H. wrightii by August 1993. 

Photosynthesis versus irradiance (P vs. I) parameters revealed significant differences in the rates of light 
saturated photosynthesis (P

018
), respiration, saturation irradiance (Ik), and relative quantum efficiency (a) 

between the two species. In particular, the significantly lower respiration rates of Thalassia testudinum 
(89.8 ± 8.4 µmol 0 2 gdw· 1 h·1 at 30°C) compared to Halodule wrightii (186.0 ± 20.0 µmol 0 2 gdw·1 h·1 at 30°C) 
may contribute to its survival in light-limited environments. Respiration rates and P max for both species 
significantly increased with seasonal increases in temperature. No significant differences were noted in 
shaded versus unshaded H. wrightii at 20°C or 30°C; however, in T. testudinum, after four months of 
shading at 20% ISA, Pmnx was significantly lower and a significantly higher relative to unshaded controls. 
The lower growth rates and increased light harvesting capability of T. testudinum in response to reduced 
irradiance reflects the K-selected strategy of this species compared to H. wrightii. 

MSDS Sheets-January 29-February 11 

Benner: MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE, SODIUM SULFATE, CALCIUM CHLORIDE 
DIHYDRATE, ACETIC ANHYDRIDE, METHANOL ABSOLUTE, MURAMIC ACID, N-METHYL-D
GLUCAMINE, N-HEPTANE, D( + )-GALACTOSAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE, N-ACETYLMURAMIC ACID,1-
DIMETHYLAMIN0-2-PROPANOL 99%, METHOXYLAMINE HYDROCHLORIDE 98%, BARIUM 
HYDROXIDE 
Thomas: A-MELANOCYTE STIMULATING HORMONE SYNTHETIC, 1-2-3-4-TETRACHLORODIBENZO
P-DIOXIN 
Shaw: PROPRIETARY AQUEOUS BLEND OF INORGANIC AND ORGANIC CHEMICALS 
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Our course is chosen by the dictates of science 
rather than for the comfort of the ship's company. 
Otherwise, nobody in their right minds would ply 
north-south track lines in the area north of Elephant 
Island, Antarctica, known as the Drake Passage. In this 
460-mile wide passage between the Antarctic Peninsula 
and Cape Horn, South America, winds and waves have 
an unlimited fetch as low-pressure weather systems move 
from west-to-east, looking on a weather map like a bunch 
of pinwheels rolling around the Continent. As this is the 

narrowest part of the unending Southern Ocean, the systems get "squeezed" and often intensify in the Drake. The result is that the ship rolls. The ship is the venerable NOAA Ship SURVEYOR. The project is the US AMLR (Antarctic Marine Living Resources Program) which seeks to understand the relationship between a food source (krill) and its predators, fur seals and chinstrap penguins (among others). UTMSI workers Tony Amos, Andi Wickham, and Chuck Rowe are aboard to do the oceanography. 

Right now we are doing the Small Area Survey. Towing a side-looking sonar and monitoring special acoustic transducers mounted in the ship's hull, we steam at all of five knots, first north for umpteen hours, · then west for one hour, then south for another umpteen, then westfor one, then ... etc, etc. Even when we have no storm upon us, huge swells from distant disturbances roll by parallel to our north-south tracks, putting us "in the trough", and we roll. 

Rolling is not like other ship's motio,.ts such -as pitching, although that can be a pain, too. As a ship is normally longer than it is wide, most things are arranged inside longitudinally. Benches in my lab are parallel with the ship's hull and I can look out through a porthole on the starboard side. What do I see? I see sea ... and sky, then sky ... and sea, sea and sky, sky and sea, as the starboard side dips down and then rolls back up again. Nothing wants to stay on the bench. Not a piece of paper, a pencil, and beware if you put a cup of coffee down for an instant. All computers and instruments are lashed down but every now and then, the Data World strains to be free. My chair likes to slide. If I fail to grab onto the bench, I slide with it and meet the bulkhead behind me. The Mustang Suits hanging on hooks behind also want to take flight and often it is not worth putting them back when they do. We just let them lay on the deck like dead orange bodies. Sometimes herds of chairs move en masse in the mess halls. Although they have "U" clamps to hold each chair by a leg to the tables, in a good roll they always seem to escape and become dangerous animated inanimate objects, sliding in unison to and fro'. Most bunks are aligned with the ship's axis and one does not feel secure, even when in bed, and especially in a top bunk. Various strategies are devised to keep one in bed; jamming the mattress against a bulkhead, packing life preservers under one side of the mattress, or like me, one learns how to sleep with a hand on some substantial part of the bunk. Even so, sleep does not come easy. Watching people walk along the main passageway is interesting. On a starboard·roll, they lean to port, walking almost on the starboard bulkhead. As the ship rolls to port, they walk sideways across the passage, lean towards starboard and almost climb the port bulkhead. 
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Perhaps the most interesting thing about a good roll is the noises one hears. In the galley, sounds 
of crockery, cutlery, and pots and pans, clinking, crashing, tinkling, and sometimes smashing are common. 
A cupboard door will suddenly open even though it has been secured shut. Its contents will fly out and 
land on the deck. The other night in a 965 mb low (28.4 inches of mercury - try one of those in the Gulf 
of Mexico!) with winds of 50 knots, I had just woken up to start my midnight-to-midday watch and made 
the mistake of opening a cupboard in the mess to get a bag for my "morning" tea. Out popped a full glass 
jar of mustard, plopped to the deck and smashed. Can you imagine cleaning up great globs of mustard and 
glass first thing in the morning (some kind souls helped me out on that one). That night we experienced 
an almost-record 41 degree roll (42 degrees is the SURVEYOR's record roll in her 34-year life). 

Well, we have just turned north at way point 8 and the rolling has started again, just in time for breakfast! 
Maybe LONGHORN is not so bad after all. -Tony Amos 

Weather Report-January 24-February 6, 1994 
. ... 
:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:::::::·:·:·: 

-Lynn Amos 

Ashes - On Jerry Clanton's last day of work he walked the hall with his hands in his pockets, which is 
unusual. Jerry almost had an accident earlier in the_ day and wanted to finish the day safely. I reminded 
Jerry of someone we knew who had looked forward to his retirement and spoken of it constantly for years, 
but whose real last day unfortunately arrived a day ahead of the scheduled retirement. I suggested, just 
in case his own retirement was short, he arrange for a suitable place on the dashboard of his motorhome 
to receive his ashes, so he could accompany Beverly on her travels. Jerry said it was too late, he had 
already left other instructions: the ashes were to go in the commode; specifically his downstairs commode, 
as it drained slowly, and would give several nice swirls around before the final plunge. Ridiculous and 
maudlin? Of course, but real life(?), can be the same. Once a lady, executor of the estate of Dr. X, phoned 
to request assistance. Dr. X had a very early and close association with MSI and Port-Aransas and had 
wished that his ashes be deposited in the sea nearby. Our conversation: have you made arrangements for 
a minister or other ceremonies-no, there will be none; how far off shore do you wish our boat to take the 
ashes-no boat is necessary, don't you have a pier?; when do you wish to do this; I am down the street at 
the 7-11, can we do it now? Within minutes the lady arrived in a camper pickup truck. At the MSI pier 
I retrieved the ashes from the camper; she declined to accompany me out on the pier. It was a cold day 
with a stiff breeze out of the North and a strong current flowing. I went down to the lower pier platform, 
but, as I emptied the container, a strong gust of wind swirled under the pier and towards me. Most of the 
ashes found seawater; others went down the drain when I bathed that night. -John Thompson 
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Travel ending" between January 29 and February 11 

+Ron Benner, January 28-30, Lewes, Delaware, to attend Ph.D. advisory committee meeting for graduate 
student, Niels Borch, at the University of Delaware College of Marine Studies. 

+Rick Tinnin, January 28-31, Los Fresnos and South Padre Island, to conduct faculty inservice in support 
of grant from Southwest Educational Development Laboratory, Blue Planet, elementary science project. 

+Terry Whitledge, February 1, Houston, to attend Houston-ship channel oversight committee meeting. 

+Paul Montagna, Dean Stockwell, Pat Parlier, Terry Whitledge, February 3-5, Houston, to participate in 
a workshop conference on Lavaca Bay sponsored by the Texas General Land Office. 

+Rick Tinnin, Bob Huntington, Linda Fuiman, February 4-6, South Padre Island, to run TAMU-SG 
teacher workshop at UT Pan American Coastal Studies Laboratory, 

+Terry Whitledge, February 6-7, Norfolk, Virginia, attend workshop on long-term measurements from 
moored buoys in the middle Atlantic Bight and analysis of NEMP data banks. 

Have I ever told you about the time? .... Mike Jones! Now there was a character. 
Do you recall his smiling face as you passed through the serving line in the 
cafeteria? This was the only man I ever knew that could get the best of old 
Barnacle Bill. He's the only man I ever knew that, no matter how you wanted 
your eggs, they were scrambled. He could mix a cake just by holding the bowl. 
Mike was a good ol' boy and I still owe him a few. 

Took my boy on a fishing trip one sunny day. We came back with much less than our limit, but we had 
a wonderful time. That is until we approached my old orange VW bus. Hanging out the driver side window 
was about 20 feet of one inch steel cable. Closer observation revealed the cable was run in through the 
passenger window (the cable is used to tie up the RIV LONGHORN in case of hurricane). 

• Mike got me one day as I attempted to put sugar in my coffee. It just would not pour out. Under the 
lid, Mike had neatly sealed it with food wrap. • Mike rode a bicycle for a while (Jeep out of gas). One 
afternoon after cleaning and shining the cafeteria, Mike went to get on his bicycle and ride. It was gone! 
Off in the distance it could be seen shining in the sunlight (on the roof of a distant building). • Did you 
ever hear about the time when Hurricane Gilbert came close by? Since there were few still here and the 
people walking the jettys would be gone soon, why not be Dire-ctor of this facility? 

Who would ever expect a cook to nail a tool box to a work bench? Who would ever expect a cook to take 
up welding? Who would ever expect a cook to ... No, we will never forget this man called Mike Jones. 

-Barnacle 
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The fellow sailing in Irish Pennants is not Mike Jones. Although he did not write of his sailing 
adventures, it was time for our faithful contributor, Barnacle Bill (also known as Bill Piepmeier), 
to sail in the LazGaz. We are currently updating the key responsibilities section on our Annual 
Performance Evaluation forms for the supporting staff. Dare we include writing for Irish Pennants 
among the duties of MSI's refrigeration mechanic? I could tell a few Mike Jones stories of my 
own-especially the time Mike accompanied me on a Webelos Scout camping trip and repaired my 
Van by flashlight (he really was a good mechanic). Mike, Barnacle and I both remember you as a 
good friend, and wish you all the best. You are a good sport (p.s.-don't sue). This makes 42 issues 
of the Lazarette Gazette and is the first time to be as short (only six pages) as we originally expected 
every MSI newsletter to be. It is also a few days late. Sorry about that. A special thanks to 
Andrew Czerny for help with this issue and also to Tony Amos and Bill Piepmeier. Thanks also to 
the regulars: Lynn Amos, Kathy Quade, JoAnn Page, Linda Yates, and Patty Baker. 

-John Thompson 
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